1. There has been some interest in solutions to the equation where the a¿ are fixed positive integers with gcd = 1 and the x¿ are non-negative integers. In particular the question of finding the smallest ra for which all greater integers have a solution has been investigated to some extent [l; 2] . It seems that the solution for 5 = 1 has been known for some time but that the problem in general remains unsolved for 5>1. In the paper of A. Brauer cited in the bibliography various upper bounds for the smallest w are given and the actual value of the smallest ra is determined for the a,-consecutive integers. The main result of this paper is the determination of this smallest ra when the a,-are in arithmetical progression.
2. Our investigation then is with the linear form Definition.
[x]+ = the smallest integer ex. (i) j-Q. From (1), (2),and (4) weseethat (k-l)/d<l ork<d+l. Also from (1) Putting Lemmas 4 and 5 together gives us the proof of the theorem.
3. In §2 we have disposed of the problem of §1 when the a¿ are in arithmetic progression. The simplest case not covered seems to be that where the a¡ are general but s = 2. Even this case seems quite difficult however. We state the following result which is a specialization of the case just mentioned.
Given F = axo + (a + l)xi + (a+z)x2, z>2, and the x¿ to be nonnegative then the smallest N for which all « à N are represented by F but with N-Í not so represented is given by We omit the proof of this result as it is rather long. It is not hard to find the desired N for specific triples of numbers. For instance when a0, ai=ao+2, a2 = ao+3 we find the value of N to be [x/3]-x + 2+x. If the largest of ao, ai, 02 is sufficiently larger than the other two and those two are relatively prime then the N is easily determined also. In fact if ao<ai<as and (ao, ai) = l and a2>(ao -l)(ai -1)-ao then N=(a0 -l)(ai -1).
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